Patreon.com/AmberDavisArt
Details for Tier Rewards
Amber Davis Art AKA SonicSweeti
All tiers include all bonuses from previous tier unless otherwise noted.

$3 Newborn Kitten
High res images: Delivered via Discord to avoid theft from Patreon website itself
from scammers. If you are NOT in the Discord and wish to receive an image via High
res, please let me know.
Patreon Only Adopts: These adopts remain open for claims to Patrons only for the
remainder of the month, no matter how many days are left. Once the 1st arrives of
the following month, adopts will be posted publicly. Claims must be made on
Patreon post. No discounts apply on adopts.
~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~

$10 Fuzzy Kitten
One Doodle per Month: Doodle may contain one fill body character and a small
“micro” character, or two shoulders up full-size characters. Both characters MUST
be Patron characters, or my characters. (ex: Your character with your friend xyz
who is NOT a Patron is NOT permitted.) This keeps things fair for all other patrons
as well as myself.
Process Videos: Patrons only are able to view these videos for the remainder of the
month, no matter how many days are left. Once the 1st arrives of the following
month, videos will be made public.
First Dibs and 20% Discount on Prints: Sometimes, prints are made for a limited
run. Anyone in this tier can claim a print before I sell them publicly AND save 20%

on said print; shipping and handling fees still apply and vary depending on location
being mailed.
Patreon Only YCH: These YCH (your character here) remain open for claims to
Patrons only for the remainder of the month, no matter how many days are left.
Once the 1st arrives of the following month, YCH will be posted publicly. Claims must
be made on Patreon post. No discounts apply on YCH.
Color your Monthly Doodle for only $10: You may request to have your monthly
doodle colored for only $10! You can ONLY go back as far as 3 months to request
doodles for coloring. Discounts do not apply.
~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~

$20 Fluffy Cat
5% Discount on ANY commission [Max 2 per month]: Offsite commissions apply,
may only be used twice in a one month period. These cannot be “saved” or
“transferred” to following months. If the discount is not used in the current month,
they are forfeited. All base pricing via my price sheet.
Save 10% on items in my Etsy Shop (up to $50): You will be provided a code to
use for any purchase made in my Etsy shop to be used, as many times as you like, as
long as you remain a Fluffy Cat Patron. This code is NOT transferrable and should
not be shared with anyone outside the Fluffy Cat Tier.
~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~

$50 Regal Leopard
Experimental Digital Illustration (One character, we discuss style, pose, etc):
There are many styles and ideas I’d like to try but I often don’t get to try them
during regular commissions. This tier gives me the opportunity to try new things.
You may give direction before I begin work, but I do thrive on artistic freedom. You
are NOT guaranteed a “full body” as it is what the experiment tier calls for; sketch is
shown beforehand for you to request alterations etc in that phase. Once illustration

is complete, it is final. Low resolution is posted to Patrons and ONLY YOU receive
the high res jpg.
~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~

$100 Divine Feline
10% off Patreon Exclusive Commission: Patrons see it 30 days before the public,
includes WIP’s, and process videos, if applicable. Since this is a Patreon exclusive,
commission MUST be SFW. Cannot be combined with any other discounts.
Experimental Digital Illustration PRINTED, SIGNED, Mailed to you!: Only YOU
have access to this high res image, and now you can have your very own, one-of-akind print signed by me personally and mailed to you! You do NOT pay shipping fees
as it is part of this tiers cost. Size is 8.5” x 11” on cardstock.
4 x 6 Traditional Artwork created just for you, limited color palette (you
choose character) done in markers and ink, original mailed (with your print):
You may dictate what I draw and colors, but I thrive on artistic freedom. Due to the
size of the work, full body may not be an option. Sketch will be shown beforehand to
get approval before I move to finishing. Once illustration is complete, it is final.

Examples:

7% Discount on ANY commission [Max 2 per month]: Offsite commissions apply,
may only be used twice in a one month period. These cannot be “saved” or
“transferred” to following months. If the discount is not used in the current month,

they are forfeited. All base pricing via my price sheet. Cannot be combined with any
other discounts.
I know some Patrons may not be into receiving physical things like prints or
traditional drawings; I am open to swapping those perks for something else digital,
non shippable. If you are truly interested in this tier, please message me privately to
discuss your options.
~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~
Thank you for your time and consideration! If you need more clarification on
anything, please contact me, I’ll be happy to clear anything up!

Amber Davis
SonicSweeti@msn.com
January 3, 2020

